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Resource Information

URL: http://bd2k.ini.usc.edu/tools/bdbag/

Proper Citation: Big Data Bag (RRID:SCR_014624)

Description: Software package with tools which assemble, identify, and provide access to subsets of data in a large and complex data collection workflow. The software utilities work primarily with BagIt packages that conform the BDDS BagIt and BDDS BagIt/RO profiles. JSON-LD is used to provide a standard way for linking metadata with existing ontologies and vocabularies.

Resource Type: software resource

Keywords: software, big data, data collection workflow, metadata

Availability: Source code available, Beta

Resource Name: Big Data Bag

Resource ID: SCR_014624

Alternate URLs: https://github.com/ini-bdds/bdbag

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Big Data Bag.

No alerts have been found for Big Data Bag.

Data and Source Information
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 1 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID](https://scicrunch.org).